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The total spontaneous resolution of N-(4-chlorophenyl)-NA-
cyano-N,NB,NB-trimethylguanidine, a compound which
shows only conformational chirality, is described; variable
temperature NMR experiments show that rotation of the
dimethylamino group is rapid in solution at room tem-
perature as is conformer interconversion by rotation of the
arylmethylamino group.

Total spontaneous resolution is a relatively rare phenomenon
whereby a racemic mixture crystallises as a single enantiomer.1
It may be seen where a potentially chiral molecule is
configurationally labile in solution, but stable in the solid state.
These criteria are most commonly met when chirality is due
solely to a chiral conformation and to the maintenance of this
conformation by topology in the solid state. Despite its relative
rarity, examples of total spontaneous resolution are known and
the phenomenon is best illustrated by rac-1,1A-binaphthyl which
has been known to crystallise in up to 95% ee.2

What raises the phenomenon of total spontaneous resolution
above a mere curiosity is its importance in crystal engineering,3
its potential for asymmetric synthesis starting from achiral
reagents,4 and its relevance to the origin of enantiomeric
homogeneity in nature.5

Of course many organic compounds, while lacking a
‘traditional’ asymmetric carbon, adopt a chiral conformation in
the solid state. However, as with more configurationally stable
chiral compounds, crystallisation as a racemic compound is
most common, or in certain cases as a conglomerate.6 Examples
of the latter are not uncommon, and the synthetic use of
homochiral crystals has been reviewed.7 However, in many
cases the so-called ‘absolute asymmetric synthesis’ is based on
selection of a ‘single crystal’ from what may well be a
conglomerate, or on use of homochiral crystals obtained by
seeding.8 What is of more fundamental interest is where such a
chiral conformer can not only be isolated in the crystalline state,
but can be shown to be an example of total spontaneous
resolution. Total spontaneous resolution is usually described for
examples such as 1,1A-binaphthyl where racemization following
dissolution is slow enough to be detected (krac ca. 1022 s21).
However, such examples are very rare and if studies can be
extended to include solid state conformational isomers where
the racemization in solution is fast (krac ca. 104 s21), the scope
of these studies can be greatly increased. We herein report such
a material.

The compound N-(4-chlorophenyl)-NA-cyanoguanidine 1,
prepared from 4-chloroaniline and dicyanamide,9 is weakly
acidic.10 Treatment of 1 with BuLi and excess MeI yielded N-
(4-chlorophenyl)-NA-cyano-N,NB,NB-trimethylguanidine 2
(Scheme 1) as a mass of small microcystals (56 mg, 17%
yield).11 Preliminary X-ray crystallographic analysis of one of
these crystals indicated a chiral space group P212121. Since no
chirality was present in the starting material or in any of the
reagents used to prepare 2, this suggested a chiral conformation
in the solid state. At this stage it was not possible to distinguish
whether this material existed as a conglomerate or was an
example of total spontaneous resolution. Therefore, a sample

comprising 18.2 mg was selected at random from the fine mass,
dissolved in CH2Cl2 and allowed to recrystallise by slow
evaporation of solvent to yield a single crystal of weight 16.2
mg (89% recovery).

X-Ray crystallographic analysis of a carefully cut piece of
this single crystal again showed the P212121 space group and the
chiral conformation shown in Fig. 1 and schematically in Fig.
2;12 the absolute configuration was aS.13

The chirality arises due to the twisting of the ArMeN portion
relative to the rest of the molecule by ca. 47° (C4–N1–C8–N2).
The twisting of the ArMeN group is all the more remarkable in
that it results in loss of conjugation between the ArMeN lone
pair and the CNN system. This is reflected in the increased
length of 1.385(2) Å for the ArMeN–C bond compared to the
Me2N–C and CNN bonds at 1.340(2) and 1.325(2) Å, re-
spectively.14 The lack of planarity can be attributed to ‘steric
crowding’, and the fact that the ArMeN nitrogen lone pair can
delocalise ‘towards’ the Ar, as an alternative to the CNN–CN,
probably explains why this group, rather than the Me2N, is
rotated.

Scheme 1

Fig. 1 ORTEP diagram of compound 2; The numbering is arbitrary.

Fig. 2 Schematic representation of the conformation of 2.
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The following facts prove that this is an example of total
spontaneous resolution of a chiral conformer. Firstly, the X-ray
crystallographic analysis shows that the whole crystal consists
of only one chiral conformer [Flack x parameter = 0.02(6)15].
Secondly, this single crystal constitutes an almost quantitative
yield of precipitate from homogeneous solution. Thirdly, the
homogeneous solution was obtained using a relatively large
randomly selected sample of the original material.16

Interestingly, in acetone-d6 solution the formally non-
equivalent dimethyl groups (of Me2N) separated into two peaks
at low temperature and variable temperature NMR experiments
gave a coalescence temperature of 231 K. A value for DG‡

rot of
46 ± 1 kJ mol21 is obtained from eqn. (1) where R, h and kb are
gas, Planck and Boltzman constants, respectively, and Tc is the
coalescence temperature).17

DG‡
rot = 2RTcln[ph(Dn)/1.4142kbTc] (1)

As the Me2N rotates ‘out of plane’ so the ‘twisted’ ArMeN
would be expected to rotate ‘into plane’ and beyond.18

Therefore, the DG‡
rot barrier of 46 ± 1 kJ mol21 measured for

the former sets an upper limit for rotation of the latter and also
therefore for interconvertion of the chiral conformers in solution
(see Fig. 2 where rotation of the ArMeN group yields the mirror
image conformer). This translates to an interconversion, rate
constant of > 104 s21 in solution at 25 °C. Given this relatively
high interconversion rate (compared to binaphthyl at ca. 1022

s21) it is clear that the chirality is maintained (as opposed to
effected) by the topology within the crystal.

Experimental support for possible ‘coupled’ rotation of the
Me2N and ArMeN groups comes from the NMR. On warming
from below TC, one of the methyl peaks (that at higher d)
becomes noticeably broader than the other one (see Fig. 3: NMR
spectrum at 223 K, Me2N signals at d 3.10 and 2.85) before a
broad but symmetrical peak is obtained on coalescence. We
attribute this to restricted rotation of the methyl closer to the
ArMeN group because of mutual steric interaction as the Me2N
fragment begins to rotate ‘past’ the ArMeN; some evidence of
broadening of the aryl ortho hydrogens is also evident in the
NMR spectrum at 223 K.

We are grateful to Dr D. C. Povey and Mr G. W. Smith of the
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Fig. 3 Spectrum of 2 in acetone-d6 at 223 K. Peaks at ca. d 2.0, 3.4 and 3.5
are due to residual acetone, the ArMeN and water, respectively.
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